Design Review Board Design Guideline Checklist
Commercial and Mixed-Use Design Guidelines for All Zoning Districts– BIMC 18.18.030
“Pre-App” Meeting Checklist
“Post-App” Meeting Checklist
Project Name/Case #:
Land Use Application
(Pre-app, Site Plan
Review etc.):
Project Description:

Pavilion Auto Repair Facility

Pre-App
Construct a 2,500 sf Auto Repair Facility in the Northwest corner of the Pavilion parking lot with footprint of 2,150 sf, 4 auto
repair bays, and two level office. Current auto repair facility is located on the corner of Madison and Wyatt and will be negatively
impacted by the construction of a new round about by the City.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

1.

2.

Intent

Description

To develop
variation in façade
treatment to
provide visual
interest.

Vary building materials or patterns to produce
variations in texture.

To modulate the
scale of building
masses.

Building elevations shall be vertically modulated
in no more than 20’ increments or horizontally
in no more than 30’ increments. Modulation is
defined as a change in plane or articulation
(such as bands, cornices, setbacks or changes in
material).

Applicant Response
The Pavilion Auto Repair Facility utilizes siding
materials and windows that mirror the exterior of
the Pavilion. Because it is primarily a one story
building, the east exposure of the building will be
straight up walls, but there will be two setbacks in
the wall facing the public to visually break it up.
Most of the South, West and North walls will be
set below the adjacent grade so that the structure
will appear from those views to be at least 50%
reduced in height.
This is basically the case with this small building’s
design. The tallest east wall is slightly over 20 ft in
height. It is horizontally modulated in less than
30’ increments. The west wall is slightly over 12’
but buried 8-9’ against an existing retaining wall.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

3.

Intent
To limit the visual
impact of blank
walls and facades
and better assure
aesthetic appeal.

Blank walls shall not be visible to public
spaces. Blank facades should otherwise be
limited to the back of buildings or where
required by the building code. Treatments to
alleviate blank walls shall be similar in
materials to facades normally in view of the
public.

To establish
visually prominent
ground floor
facades.

The first floor of multi-storied buildings should
be taller than upper floors. Minimum ceiling
height should be at least 10’ to allow transom
or larger display windows. Other elements
such as transom windows, canopies, cornices,
and prominent entries are encouraged. First
floor uses shall be pedestrian oriented and
include substantial shop windows. Display
windows on the first floor of retail and
commercial buildings should be the
predominant surface of the first floor.

4.

5.

Description

To maintain
pedestrian scale

Facades facing public ways shall incorporate
setbacks or articulation that establishes a
pattern of bays or window openings. Facades

Applicant Response
1.

2.

The East Wall will have both windows and
glass doors. Existing landscaping will
remain and the new building will not
cause the removal of any of this
landscaping.
Windows and doors will be incorporated
on 3 of 4 of the elevations to create warm
and friendly facades to the public. The
West elevation is mostly below grade.

This is a relatively small single purpose building but
will complement the architecture of the nearby
Pavilion Building and give the existing Pavilion
parking lot more interest.

The project does not propose any commercial
frontage abutting the sidewalk.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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along facades
facing public ways.

shall include features such as display windows,
columns or bays, recessed entries or canopies
or other recesses. The use of a variety of
materials at the sidewalk level is encouraged.
Multiple building entrances are encouraged.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

6.

7.

8.

9.

Intent

Description

To maintain the
pedestrian
activities by
encouraging
continuous
frontages along
sidewalks.
To reduce overall
scale of the
building into
multiple building
masses.

Where parking fronts onto a public street, the
maximum separation between buildings shall
be 80 feet. Greater separations are permitted
if landscape setbacks are increased or other
design features such as low walls, trellises and
public spaces are created along the street
frontage.
Facades over 128’ in length shall be separated
by pedestrian passage or open space. Passages
should be at least 12’ wide and two stories in
height if covered. Façade setback should be
expressed at the roof line by changes in plane.
Passage should connect to public open space.

To encourage the
creation of public
outdoor spaces.

Building setbacks may be increased for the
creation of public outdoor seating areas. Entry
alcoves and small outdoor spaces may be
located between the building and the
sidewalk.

To soften the
impact of the built
environment.

Encourage public pedestrian passageways and
vegetation between buildings.

Applicant Response

No change will occur in the Pavilion pedestrian
activities and this building does not front on the
Madison Avenue sidewalk.

The proposed building is not 128 ft, but does
incorporate setbacks in its east elevation which is
visible to the public. It is well set back from the
main public street.
The proposed building will not change existing
Pavilion public spaces, primarily located on the
South side of the Pavilion. The Pavilion parking lot
is buffered from Madison Avenue with existing
landscaping and a Bus Shelter which will not
change.
This building will not change existing pedestrian
passageways or vegetation as it is being located in
place of 8 unadorned parking spaces and in front of
blank concrete retaining walls. It will be set

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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between two landscaped areas of this part of the
Pavilion parking lot.

10.

To encourage
compatibility of
development with
both community
and neighborhood
characteristics.

Building designs should respond to nearby
buildings that meet the upgraded design
standards by using shared elements, materials
or massing.

This building is intended to mimic the architecture
of the Pavilion, but in a small, more interesting
style of a boathouse with green metal corrugated
siding and large windows and glazed garage doors.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

Design Guideline
To minimize the
intrusiveness of
commercial
signage.

11.

12.

To improve the
pedestrian
environment
around buildings
and minimize curb
cuts.

Design Guideline
Signage, corporate colors and other icons of
the business may not dominate the exterior of
the building. including canopies and separate
outdoor structures covering activities
associated with the business. Color should be
used to express changes in detail or material
but exterior building or structure colors may
not be used as signs, or the extension of signs.
When businesses are sold or tenants are
changed, any sign modification shall trigger
this requirement.
Where a drive through facility is allowed, drive
throughs must be in conjunction with a
parking lot that serves the same business,
must be to the side or rear of the building and
should not be visible from public streets. Drive
throughs should consist of no more than a
single vehicle lane.

Applicant Response

Signage scope, placement and design has not yet
been considered however its design will be
integrated and interesting.

No drive throughs are proposed.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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13.

To provide
pedestrian access
to buildings.

Provide multiple entrances along streets.
Pedestrian passageways are encouraged.

14.

To provide
weather protection
for pedestrians.

Recessed entries and/or overhead weather
protection above the sidewalk entrances shall
be used.

There is a 4 foot roof overhang on the east side of
this building.

To maintain
smaller scale
commercial
buildings.

Buildings in excess of a 10,000 square foot
footprint should be visually split into two or
more distinct elements.

The proposed footprint is approximately 2,150 sf.

15.

This building utilizes existing parking lot walkways.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

16.

Design Guideline
To reduce the
visual impact of
parking areas.

Guidelines Requiring
Action per DRB:
DRB Summary Motion
on Actions:

Design Guideline
Create small parking clusters connected by
vegetated landscaping and pedestrian
walkways. Internal streets that connect or
serve parking areas shall be designed as
streets with sidewalks, planters and pedestrian
scale lighting.

Applicant Response
No new parking area is proposed. Additional
parking will be provided behind the adjacent
existing Grow House.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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Design Review Board Design Guideline Checklist
Mixed Use Town Center and High School Road Districts / General Design Guidelines– BIMC 18.18.030
“Pre-App” Meeting Checklist
“Post-App” Meeting Checklist
Project Name/Case #:
Land Use Application
(Pre-app, Site Plan
Review etc.):
Project Description:

Pavilion Auto Repair Facility

Pre-App
Construct a 2,500 sq Auto Repair Facility in the Northwest corner of the Pavilion parking lot with footprint of 2,150 sq ft, 4 auto repair bays, and two level office.
Current auto repair facility is located on the corner of Madison and Wyatt and will be negatively impacted by the construction of a new round about by the City.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

1. Parking Lot
Location

2. Outdoor
Open Spaces
and
Amenities

3. Pedestrian
Connections

4. Shielded
Lighting

Intent

Description

To have parking lots
be as visually
unobtrusive as
possible.

Parking lots should not front upon intersections. Parking lots should be located
behind or to the side of buildings.

To establish, over
time, a variety of open
spaces within the
town center

New development and redevelopment should provide facilities near or visible
from the sidewalk for outdoor public use. Examples of such facilities include
seating areas, courtyards, and small plaza spaces. Generally, the larger the
development, the greater the number and size of such spaces. Furthermore, it is
desirable to locate these spaces where they can receive sun and where they can
easily be connected to adjacent concentrations of land use.
New development and redevelopment should include pedestrian walkways,
raised and/or separated from traffic lanes, that offer access from the public
sidewalk to the main entrance to the building. (Locating a building entrance
directly on the sidewalk satisfies this guideline.) In addition, connections to
adjoining properties should be provided. Furthermore, within parking lots, there
should be pedestrian walkways that allow people to traverse the lot without
being forced to use vehicular aisles.
Freestanding light fixtures should not exceed 14’ in height. All exterior lighting
fixtures should incorporate cutoff shields to prevent spillover.

To create a network of
safe, comfortable and
attractive linkages for
people on foot

To ensure that the
source of lighting for
parking, service and
loading areas is not
visible from
neighboring
development.

Applicant Response
The new building will be located away from Madison and Wyatt in the NW corner of the Pavilion
which is currently 8 parking spaces. This will allow for future construction of residences on the
corner of Madison and Wyatt and the removal of a “sea” of asphalt from this corner. Parking for the
customers of this building’s tenants will share in existing day time parking for the Pavilion. Additional
parking for the Pavilion will be in the short term the west side of the parcel currently containing the
Grow House and a new staircase has been added for Pavilion customers to access this additional
parking to make up for lost parking in the Pavilion parking lot.
The project displaces a portion of an existing parking lot which has already been landscaped. No new
paved areas are proposed.

No change in pedestrian connections is proposed. However, a new staircase from the Pavilion
parking lot connects residents of the Grow Community to the Pavilion retail spaces and the owners
of the Pavilion have already deeded a public walkway for Grow residents to cross the southern
portion of the Pavilion development.

Project plans do require additional exterior lighting, as sufficient lighting is in place to serve this new
building.

DRB Action (Y/N)
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Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline
5. Screen
Service Areas

6. Common
Open Space

6a. Conceal
Garage Doors

7. Overall
Form

8. Entrances

9. Conceal
Mechanical
Equipment
10.
Structured
Parking
11.
Encouraging
Varied
Details

Intent

Description

Applicant Response

To conceal loading, trash,
and storage areas from
view.

Trash containers should be enclosed on all sides with solid walls and gates.
Loading docks, outdoor storage and staging areas should be screened with
fencing and vegetation, such as evergreen hedges. Chain link fencing is not
acceptable.

To ensure that open
spaces within a
development containing
dwelling units are truly
usable by all residents.

While some portions of common open space may be dedicated to specific
amenities such as pools and tennis courts, most of it should be designed in
such a manner as to allow walking throughout the development, to any
adjacent commercial or recreational areas, and to surrounding streets.
Except for designated senior housing, some place for children to play should
also be provided.

To ensure that street
frontages are not
dominated by vehicular
storage facilities.

Entrances to parking garages and structures should be from alleys, access
lanes, or minor side streets, rather than from principal through streets. If
access from a principal street is unavoidable, such access should be restricted
to a single, two-way curb cut for each development.

To create visual
continuity among
buildings having
potentially different
styles.
To make it apparent from
the street where major
entrances to buildings are
located.

Buildings should utilize elements such as massing, materials, windows,
canopies, and pitched or terraced roof forms to create both a visually distinct
“base” as well as a “cap”.

To ensure that larger
pieces of mechanical
equipment are visually
unobtrusive.

Rooftop mechanical equipment should be concealed by and integrated within
the roof form of a building. Simply surrounding it with a parapet wall is not
sufficient.

There will be no rooftop mechanical equipment.

To diminish the visual
impact of parking as
viewed from streets.

Any level of parking contained within or under a structure that is visible from
a public street shall fully screen the parking with either another use, a facade
that incorporates artwork, or trees and other vegetation.

The building’s parking area will be shared with the Pavilion and there will be no change in the
appearance of the Pavilion’s parking from Madison Avenue, except that there will be less of it.

To ensure that denser
types of housing include
details that create a
sense of human scale and
that break down the bulk
of larger buildings.

Buildings containing residential dwellings should incorporate most, if not all,
of the following elements:
• Front porches or stoops
• Bay windows or dormers
• Visible trim around windows and building corners
• Base articulation, such as a plinth or first floor raised above grade

Principal entrances to buildings should be visually prominent and located
within close proximity to the public sidewalk. Entrances should incorporate
elements such as setbacks, recesses, balconies, porches, arches, trellises, or
other architectural devices.

Trash containers already exist on the Pavilion site and are adequate to serve this new building. There
are two pickups by Bainbridge Disposal scheduled per week and there could be three scheduled if
needed.

All the common areas allow walking access.

This new building will move garage entrances from the building it replaces so that they no longer
front directly on a street.

The new building will incorporate elements of the Pavilion Building with fenestration, siding, and a
pitched roof. The building’s east elevation will incorporate two articulations in its façade.

The new building’s entrances will be visually prominent as one enters the Pavilion parking lot.

The proposed new building will have windows on three sides, three sides will be largely hidden by
existing 8-9 ft retaining walls against which the building will be erected and the office entrance will
feature a landscaped entry area. The 4 large 10ft by 10ft bay doors will be glazed.

DRB Action (Y/N)
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Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline
12.
Integration

13. Creativity

14. Awning
Signs

Intent

Description

To ensure that signage is
a part of the overall
design approach to a
project and not an
afterthought.

The design of signs should be integrated with the architecture and site design
of a project.

To encourage interesting
and even unusual
approaches to graphic
design.

Signs should be expressive and even whimsical, exhibiting a graphic design
approach to form and lighting. Standard, back-lighted, metal frame and
plastic panel signs are discouraged.

To produce a visual effect
that emphasizes buildings
and vegetation, not
advertising.

Signs painted on awnings are allowed, but awnings should not be internally
illuminated.

Guidelines Requiring
Action per DRB:
DRB Summary Motion
on Actions:

Applicant Response

Signage scope, placement and design has not yet been considered however its design will be
integrated and interesting.

Signage scope, placement and design has not yet been considered however its design will be
integrated and interesting.

The project does not propose awnings; however the east elevation of the building features a 4ft
overhanging shed roof.

DRB Action (Y/N)
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“Pre-App” Meeting Checklist
“Post-App” Meeting Checklist
Project Name/Case #:
Land Use Application
(Pre-app, Site Plan
Review etc.):
Project Description:

Pavilion Auto Repair Facility

Pre-App
Construct a 2,500 sf Auto Repair Facility in the Northwest corner of the Pavilion parking lot with footprint of 2,150 sf, 4 auto
repair bays, and two level office. Current auto repair facility is located on the corner of Madison and Wyatt and will be negatively
impacted by the construction of a new round about by the City.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

1.

2.

Intent

Description

To develop
variation in façade
treatment to
provide visual
interest.

Vary building materials or patterns to produce
variations in texture.

To modulate the
scale of building
masses.

Building elevations shall be vertically modulated
in no more than 20’ increments or horizontally
in no more than 30’ increments. Modulation is
defined as a change in plane or articulation
(such as bands, cornices, setbacks or changes in
material).

Applicant Response
The Pavilion Auto Repair Facility utilizes siding
materials and windows that mirror the exterior of
the Pavilion. Because it is primarily a one story
building, the east exposure of the building will be
straight up walls, but there will be two setbacks in
the wall facing the public to visually break it up.
Most of the South, West and North walls will be
set below the adjacent grade so that the structure
will appear from those views to be at least 50%
reduced in height.
This is basically the case with this small building’s
design. The tallest east wall is slightly over 20 ft in
height. It is horizontally modulated in less than
30’ increments. The west wall is slightly over 12’
but buried 8-9’ against an existing retaining wall.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

3.

Intent
To limit the visual
impact of blank
walls and facades
and better assure
aesthetic appeal.

Blank walls shall not be visible to public
spaces. Blank facades should otherwise be
limited to the back of buildings or where
required by the building code. Treatments to
alleviate blank walls shall be similar in
materials to facades normally in view of the
public.

To establish
visually prominent
ground floor
facades.

The first floor of multi-storied buildings should
be taller than upper floors. Minimum ceiling
height should be at least 10’ to allow transom
or larger display windows. Other elements
such as transom windows, canopies, cornices,
and prominent entries are encouraged. First
floor uses shall be pedestrian oriented and
include substantial shop windows. Display
windows on the first floor of retail and
commercial buildings should be the
predominant surface of the first floor.

4.

5.

Description

To maintain
pedestrian scale

Facades facing public ways shall incorporate
setbacks or articulation that establishes a
pattern of bays or window openings. Facades

Applicant Response
1.

2.

The East Wall will have both windows and
glass doors. Existing landscaping will
remain and the new building will not
cause the removal of any of this
landscaping.
Windows and doors will be incorporated
on 3 of 4 of the elevations to create warm
and friendly facades to the public. The
West elevation is mostly below grade.

This is a relatively small single purpose building but
will complement the architecture of the nearby
Pavilion Building and give the existing Pavilion
parking lot more interest.

The project does not propose any commercial
frontage abutting the sidewalk.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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along facades
facing public ways.

shall include features such as display windows,
columns or bays, recessed entries or canopies
or other recesses. The use of a variety of
materials at the sidewalk level is encouraged.
Multiple building entrances are encouraged.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

6.

7.

8.

9.

Intent

Description

To maintain the
pedestrian
activities by
encouraging
continuous
frontages along
sidewalks.
To reduce overall
scale of the
building into
multiple building
masses.

Where parking fronts onto a public street, the
maximum separation between buildings shall
be 80 feet. Greater separations are permitted
if landscape setbacks are increased or other
design features such as low walls, trellises and
public spaces are created along the street
frontage.
Facades over 128’ in length shall be separated
by pedestrian passage or open space. Passages
should be at least 12’ wide and two stories in
height if covered. Façade setback should be
expressed at the roof line by changes in plane.
Passage should connect to public open space.

To encourage the
creation of public
outdoor spaces.

Building setbacks may be increased for the
creation of public outdoor seating areas. Entry
alcoves and small outdoor spaces may be
located between the building and the
sidewalk.

To soften the
impact of the built
environment.

Encourage public pedestrian passageways and
vegetation between buildings.

Applicant Response

No change will occur in the Pavilion pedestrian
activities and this building does not front on the
Madison Avenue sidewalk.

The proposed building is not 128 ft, but does
incorporate setbacks in its east elevation which is
visible to the public. It is well set back from the
main public street.
The proposed building will not change existing
Pavilion public spaces, primarily located on the
South side of the Pavilion. The Pavilion parking lot
is buffered from Madison Avenue with existing
landscaping and a Bus Shelter which will not
change.
This building will not change existing pedestrian
passageways or vegetation as it is being located in
place of 8 unadorned parking spaces and in front of
blank concrete retaining walls. It will be set

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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between two landscaped areas of this part of the
Pavilion parking lot.

10.

To encourage
compatibility of
development with
both community
and neighborhood
characteristics.

Building designs should respond to nearby
buildings that meet the upgraded design
standards by using shared elements, materials
or massing.

This building is intended to mimic the architecture
of the Pavilion, but in a small, more interesting
style of a boathouse with green metal corrugated
siding and large windows and glazed garage doors.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

Design Guideline
To minimize the
intrusiveness of
commercial
signage.

11.

12.

To improve the
pedestrian
environment
around buildings
and minimize curb
cuts.

Design Guideline
Signage, corporate colors and other icons of
the business may not dominate the exterior of
the building. including canopies and separate
outdoor structures covering activities
associated with the business. Color should be
used to express changes in detail or material
but exterior building or structure colors may
not be used as signs, or the extension of signs.
When businesses are sold or tenants are
changed, any sign modification shall trigger
this requirement.
Where a drive through facility is allowed, drive
throughs must be in conjunction with a
parking lot that serves the same business,
must be to the side or rear of the building and
should not be visible from public streets. Drive
throughs should consist of no more than a
single vehicle lane.

Applicant Response

Signage scope, placement and design has not yet
been considered however its design will be
integrated and interesting.

No drive throughs are proposed.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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13.

To provide
pedestrian access
to buildings.

Provide multiple entrances along streets.
Pedestrian passageways are encouraged.

14.

To provide
weather protection
for pedestrians.

Recessed entries and/or overhead weather
protection above the sidewalk entrances shall
be used.

There is a 4 foot roof overhang on the east side of
this building.

To maintain
smaller scale
commercial
buildings.

Buildings in excess of a 10,000 square foot
footprint should be visually split into two or
more distinct elements.

The proposed footprint is approximately 2,150 sf.

15.

This building utilizes existing parking lot walkways.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

16.

Design Guideline
To reduce the
visual impact of
parking areas.

Guidelines Requiring
Action per DRB:
DRB Summary Motion
on Actions:

Design Guideline
Create small parking clusters connected by
vegetated landscaping and pedestrian
walkways. Internal streets that connect or
serve parking areas shall be designed as
streets with sidewalks, planters and pedestrian
scale lighting.

Applicant Response
No new parking area is proposed. Additional
parking will be provided behind the adjacent
existing Grow House.

DRB Action
(Y/N)
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“Pre-App” Meeting Checklist
“Post-App” Meeting Checklist
Project Name/Case #:
Land Use Application
(Pre-app, Site Plan
Review etc.):
Project Description:

Pavilion Auto Repair Facility

Pre-App
Construct a 2,500 sq Auto Repair Facility in the Northwest corner of the Pavilion parking lot with footprint of 2,150 sq ft, 4 auto repair bays, and two level office.
Current auto repair facility is located on the corner of Madison and Wyatt and will be negatively impacted by the construction of a new round about by the City.

Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline

1. Parking Lot
Location

2. Outdoor
Open Spaces
and
Amenities

3. Pedestrian
Connections

4. Shielded
Lighting

Intent

Description

To have parking lots
be as visually
unobtrusive as
possible.

Parking lots should not front upon intersections. Parking lots should be located
behind or to the side of buildings.

To establish, over
time, a variety of open
spaces within the
town center

New development and redevelopment should provide facilities near or visible
from the sidewalk for outdoor public use. Examples of such facilities include
seating areas, courtyards, and small plaza spaces. Generally, the larger the
development, the greater the number and size of such spaces. Furthermore, it is
desirable to locate these spaces where they can receive sun and where they can
easily be connected to adjacent concentrations of land use.
New development and redevelopment should include pedestrian walkways,
raised and/or separated from traffic lanes, that offer access from the public
sidewalk to the main entrance to the building. (Locating a building entrance
directly on the sidewalk satisfies this guideline.) In addition, connections to
adjoining properties should be provided. Furthermore, within parking lots, there
should be pedestrian walkways that allow people to traverse the lot without
being forced to use vehicular aisles.
Freestanding light fixtures should not exceed 14’ in height. All exterior lighting
fixtures should incorporate cutoff shields to prevent spillover.

To create a network of
safe, comfortable and
attractive linkages for
people on foot

To ensure that the
source of lighting for
parking, service and
loading areas is not
visible from
neighboring
development.

Applicant Response
The new building will be located away from Madison and Wyatt in the NW corner of the Pavilion
which is currently 8 parking spaces. This will allow for future construction of residences on the
corner of Madison and Wyatt and the removal of a “sea” of asphalt from this corner. Parking for the
customers of this building’s tenants will share in existing day time parking for the Pavilion. Additional
parking for the Pavilion will be in the short term the west side of the parcel currently containing the
Grow House and a new staircase has been added for Pavilion customers to access this additional
parking to make up for lost parking in the Pavilion parking lot.
The project displaces a portion of an existing parking lot which has already been landscaped. No new
paved areas are proposed.

No change in pedestrian connections is proposed. However, a new staircase from the Pavilion
parking lot connects residents of the Grow Community to the Pavilion retail spaces and the owners
of the Pavilion have already deeded a public walkway for Grow residents to cross the southern
portion of the Pavilion development.

Project plans do require additional exterior lighting, as sufficient lighting is in place to serve this new
building.

DRB Action (Y/N)
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Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline
5. Screen
Service Areas

6. Common
Open Space

6a. Conceal
Garage Doors

7. Overall
Form

8. Entrances

9. Conceal
Mechanical
Equipment
10.
Structured
Parking
11.
Encouraging
Varied
Details

Intent

Description

Applicant Response

To conceal loading, trash,
and storage areas from
view.

Trash containers should be enclosed on all sides with solid walls and gates.
Loading docks, outdoor storage and staging areas should be screened with
fencing and vegetation, such as evergreen hedges. Chain link fencing is not
acceptable.

To ensure that open
spaces within a
development containing
dwelling units are truly
usable by all residents.

While some portions of common open space may be dedicated to specific
amenities such as pools and tennis courts, most of it should be designed in
such a manner as to allow walking throughout the development, to any
adjacent commercial or recreational areas, and to surrounding streets.
Except for designated senior housing, some place for children to play should
also be provided.

To ensure that street
frontages are not
dominated by vehicular
storage facilities.

Entrances to parking garages and structures should be from alleys, access
lanes, or minor side streets, rather than from principal through streets. If
access from a principal street is unavoidable, such access should be restricted
to a single, two-way curb cut for each development.

To create visual
continuity among
buildings having
potentially different
styles.
To make it apparent from
the street where major
entrances to buildings are
located.

Buildings should utilize elements such as massing, materials, windows,
canopies, and pitched or terraced roof forms to create both a visually distinct
“base” as well as a “cap”.

To ensure that larger
pieces of mechanical
equipment are visually
unobtrusive.

Rooftop mechanical equipment should be concealed by and integrated within
the roof form of a building. Simply surrounding it with a parapet wall is not
sufficient.

There will be no rooftop mechanical equipment.

To diminish the visual
impact of parking as
viewed from streets.

Any level of parking contained within or under a structure that is visible from
a public street shall fully screen the parking with either another use, a facade
that incorporates artwork, or trees and other vegetation.

The building’s parking area will be shared with the Pavilion and there will be no change in the
appearance of the Pavilion’s parking from Madison Avenue, except that there will be less of it.

To ensure that denser
types of housing include
details that create a
sense of human scale and
that break down the bulk
of larger buildings.

Buildings containing residential dwellings should incorporate most, if not all,
of the following elements:
 Front porches or stoops
 Bay windows or dormers
 Visible trim around windows and building corners
 Base articulation, such as a plinth or first floor raised above grade

Principal entrances to buildings should be visually prominent and located
within close proximity to the public sidewalk. Entrances should incorporate
elements such as setbacks, recesses, balconies, porches, arches, trellises, or
other architectural devices.

Trash containers already exist on the Pavilion site and are adequate to serve this new building. There
are two pickups by Bainbridge Disposal scheduled per week and there could be three scheduled if
needed.

All the common areas allow walking access.

This new building will move garage entrances from the building it replaces so that they no longer
front directly on a street.

The new building will incorporate elements of the Pavilion Building with fenestration, siding, and a
pitched roof. The building’s east elevation will incorporate two articulations in its façade.

The new building’s entrances will be visually prominent as one enters the Pavilion parking lot.

The proposed new building will have windows on three sides, three sides will be largely hidden by
existing 8-9 ft retaining walls against which the building will be erected and the office entrance will
feature a landscaped entry area. The 4 large 10ft by 10ft bay doors will be glazed.

DRB Action (Y/N)

Design Review Board Design Guideline Checklist
Mixed Use Town Center and High School Road Districts / General Design Guidelines– BIMC 18.18.030
Applicable Design Guidelines
Design
Guideline
12.
Integration

13. Creativity

14. Awning
Signs

Intent

Description

To ensure that signage is
a part of the overall
design approach to a
project and not an
afterthought.

The design of signs should be integrated with the architecture and site design
of a project.

To encourage interesting
and even unusual
approaches to graphic
design.

Signs should be expressive and even whimsical, exhibiting a graphic design
approach to form and lighting. Standard, back-lighted, metal frame and
plastic panel signs are discouraged.

To produce a visual effect
that emphasizes buildings
and vegetation, not
advertising.

Signs painted on awnings are allowed, but awnings should not be internally
illuminated.

Guidelines Requiring
Action per DRB:
DRB Summary Motion
on Actions:

Applicant Response

Signage scope, placement and design has not yet been considered however its design will be
integrated and interesting.

Signage scope, placement and design has not yet been considered however its design will be
integrated and interesting.

The project does not propose awnings; however the east elevation of the building features a 4ft
overhanging shed roof.

DRB Action (Y/N)
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Presentation Room or Office with 6 workstations
Contractor: Lounsbury Carpentry LLC
Owner contact Eric Fredricks 206-979-1827
email: eric@bainbridge.net
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Tenant Improvement for Suites 102 and new Suite 120 Pavilion
Contractor Lounsbury Carpentry LLC
Owner MARE contact Eric Fredricks 206-979-1827 or email eric@bainbridge.net

Additional exits

Winslow Hotel Project PLN50880 SPR

DRB review - January 7, 2019
Minutes Amendment prepared by Joe Dunstan, Chair
Summary of Decision and Site Plan Approval:
The DRB approves the site plan with the following conditions/recommendations as
identified in the checklists below.
The DRB review three sets of guidelines identified for this project:
1. Mixed Use Town Center and High School Road Districts/General Design Guidelines
2. Mixed Use Town Center/Core District Design Guidelines
3. Commercial and Mixed-use Design Guidelines for all Zoning Districts
DRB approved checklists #1 and 2 above without conditions or changes.
DRB approved checklist #3 above with the following conditions/recommendations;
Landscaping - Checklist item # 9 Soften the impact of the built environment.
Applicant agrees in principle to provide two feet of landscaping along an east-west
direction adjacent to the parking lot. Applicant further agrees to provide for DRB
approval a revised parking layout to increase landscaping.
Building materials (colors and palette) checklist item # 9, 15: relating to
scale of building and softening impact on surrounding uses.
Applicant has not made a final decision on building materials and colors. Applicant is
leaning towards unfinished cedar with reverse Board and batten exterior. Applicant
agrees to provide a description of materials palate for DRB review in the next several
weeks.
Roof Drainage including downspouts and gutters. Checklist item # 9, 15:
relating to scale of building and softening impact on surrounding uses.
Applicant states that the roof drainage is critical to the performance of this building (to
meet LEED guidelines) and will propose a zoned roof drainage system. If water is
removed from roof via internal building system, no further DRB review is required.
If applicant proposes and external drainage system (i.e., downspouts and gutters), the
DRB would like to review proposed system for building scale, building articulation and
impact on surrounding uses.
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